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Homecoming Talent Show














Paul Koester (LPS) and James Otto (LPS), pictured, hosted the MLC
Homecoming Talent Show. Full of comedy and crazy choreography, they
kept the audience looking forward as much to the time in between the acts
as the acts themselves. One of the favorites of their many amusements
was “Slow Jamming the Portal Announcements,” which featured a guest
performance by Vice President Schone.
Kicking the show off and leaving everybody hungry for more were
Garret Schoch (MLS), J.D. Uhlhorn (ALA), and Luke Rosenbaum
(CLHS), who broke it down with their original rap “Cheesy Meal.”
Brandon Gierach (WLA) stepped on stage next and showed off his deep,
manly voice with his cover of Josh Turner’s “Long Black Train.”
Exhibiting a little flare with his snare, Chris Hosbach (WISCO) wowed
the audience with his intense drum solo, even playing while balancing the
drumstick on his arm!
The Ukuladies, pictured, Joy Reeder (LPS) and Emilee Koltz (LPS),
strummed their ukuleles and sang their own arrangement of popular music,
telling the story of an MLC love triangle.
The band Foxtail Fire rocked the house with their rendition of Mayday
Parade’s “Oh Well, Oh Well.” The band’s members Aaron Kristopeit
(WISCO), Christopher Rue (Shoreland), Daniel Lloyd
(WISCO), Eric Fricke (LPS), and Steve Millerman (Cameron
HS-Rice Lake WI) are pictured.
Then I sang and played an original composition, “This Is
MLC,” which portrays the love life of an MLC preseminary
student. It ends with marriage and lots of children, as pictured
below by J.D. Uhlhorn, Jeff Rick (LPS), Joy Reeder, Jackie
Ocampo (MLS), Jessica Eternick (Lakeside), Julie Kent
(WISCO), Erin Leverence (Lakeside), Luke Rosenbaum, and
Zach VonDeylen (LPS).
Chris Schallert (Lakeside), Tim Leistekow (LPS), Aaron
Kristopeit, and Bill Schubert (LPS) displayed their rhythm and
creativity with their act “Sorry for Harrumphing.”
Audience members’ souls soared as they were serenaded by the
sweet, harmonious, angelic voices of Seth Meyer (Lakeside),
Ross Chartrand (LPS), Colton Berger (KML), Tyler Dorn
(Shoreland), and Peter Schlicht (LPS), who sang “Seven
Bridges Road” by the Eagles.
Finally, the band Ginger and the Other Spices, consisting of
Luke Thomford (MLS), Josh Paustian (KML), and Mike
Schwab (MLS), astounded the crowd with their arrangement of
video game songs, including music from Pokemon, Metroid,
Mario, and Zelda.

